THE VENTURA FIRE PIT COLLECTION

VENTURA FIRE PIT COLLECTION:
Arm Chair

Make comfort a statement with the Ventura Fire Pit Collection
by Hanover Outdoor. This collection includes everything you
need to create an warm retreat space in the comfort of your own
backyard. Spend your days lounging comfortably in the sun, and
by nightfall, ignite the fire pit to create a cozy setting for hours of
warm conversation. Each piece is handcrafted with walnut-colored
wicker frames composed out of hand woven resin straps, providing
both crisp color pigments and UV protection. This resin weave
is powder coated to be all-weather and rust-resistant during the
toughest weather conditions. The thick, foam cushions are wrapped
in premium outdoor fabric and are offered in a variety of vibrant color
combinations. The fire pit doubles as a coffee table and includes a lid
to cover the burner when it’s not in use.

Gas Fire Pit CoffeeTable

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

ARM CHAIR

32.00”L x 26.50”W x 34.00”H

40.56 lbs.

END TABLE

18.00”L x 18.00”W x 20.25”H

12.50 lbs.

GAS FIRE PIT COFFEE TABLE

43.82”L x 35.83”W x 23.50”H

75.00 lbs.

LOVESEAT

49.00”L x 31.00”W x 35.50”H

53.00 lbs.

WOOD BURNING FIRE PIT TABLE

38.00”L x 38.00”W x 21.75”H

66.00 lbs.

Wood Burning Fire Pit

Wood or Stone Tile Top

FEATURES:
··

• Durable all-weather construction

··

• Handcrafted resin weave

··

··

ITEM

Loveseat

End Table

··

• Deep-seating cushions wrapped
in premium outdoor fabirc
• Three fire pit table options
• Comfortable arm chairs provide a
gentle rocking motion

··

• Additional color options available

··

• Some assembly required

··

• 1-year limited warranty

VENTURA COLOR OPTIONS

Clockwise from top: cushion cushion color, pillow pattern and frame color

Ocean Blue

Navy Blue

Crimson Red

Vintage Meadow

Chat Set with a Fire Pit Table - Natural Stone Tile Top
This set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two rocking
arm chairs and a square end table. The cushions are offered in four
color options and include two coordinating lumbar pillows. The fire pit
features a porcelain tile-top inlay with the look and feel of natural
stone. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid are included for the fire pit.
mmm
VEN3PCFP-BLU-TN (OCEAN BLUE).................................................... UPC: 013964877083
VEN3PCFP-GRN-TN (VINTAGE GREEN) ............................................ UPC: 013964877021
VEN3PCFP-NVY-TN (NAVY BLUE) ...................................................... UPC: 013964877045
VEN3PCFP-RED-TN (CRIMSON RED) ................................................. UPC: 013964877069

VEN3PCFP-NVY-TN

in navy blue with stone-top fire pit

Chat Set with a Fire Pit Table - Wood Grain Tile Top
This set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two rocking
arm chairs and a square end table. The cushions are offered in four
color options and include two coordinating lumbar pillows. The fire pit
features a porcelain tile-top inlay with glazed faux-wood tiles. A bag of
red fire glass and burner lid are included for the fire pit.
VEN3PCFP-BLU-WG (OCEAN BLUE)................................................... UPC: 013964877076
VEN3PCFP-GRN-WG (VINTAGE GREEN)............................................ UPC: 013964877014
VEN3PCFP-NVY-WG (NAVY BLUE)..................................................... UPC: 013964877038
VEN3PCFP-RED-WG (CRIMSON RED)................................................ UPC: 013964877052

VEN3PCFP-RED-TN in crimson red with tile-top fire pit

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

VENTURA COLOR OPTIONS

Clockwise from top: cushion cushion color, pillow pattern and frame color

Ocean Blue

Navy Blue

Crimson Red

Vintage Meadow

Lounge Set with a Fire Pit Table - Natural Stone Tile Top
This set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two rocking
arm chairs and a deep-seating loveseat. The cushions are offered in
four color options and include four coordinating lumbar pillows. The
fire pit features a porcelain tile-top inlay with the look and feel of
natural stone. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid are included for the
fire pit.mmmmmm
VEN4PCFP-BLU-TN (OCEAN BLUE).................................................... UPC: 013964876284
VEN4PCFP-GRN-TN (VINTAGE MEADOW) ....................................... UPC: 013964876222
VEN4PCFP-NVY-TN (NAVY BLUE) ...................................................... UPC: 013964876246
VEN4PCFP-RED-TN (CRIMSON RED) ................................................. UPC: 013964876260

VEN4PCFP-BLU-TN

in ocean blue with stone-top fire pit

Lounge Set with a Fire Pit Table - Wood Grain Tile Top
This set includes a woven fire pit table centered around two rocking
arm chairs and a deep-seating loveseat. The cushions are offered in
four color options and include four coordinating accent pillows. The
fire pit features a porcelain tile-top inlay with the look and feel of
natural stone. A bag of red fire glass and burner lid are included for the
fire pit.
VEN4PCFP-BLU-WG (OCEAN BLUE)................................................... UPC: 013964876277
VEN4PCFP-GRN-WG (VINTAGE GREEN)............................................ UPC: 013964876215
VEN4PCFP-NVY-WG (NAVY BLUE)..................................................... UPC: 013964876239
VEN4PCFP-RED-WG (CRIMSON RED)................................................ UPC: 013964876253

VEN4PCFP-GRN-WG in vintage meadow with tile-top fire pit

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

VENTURA COLOR OPTIONS

Clockwise from top: cushion cushion color, pillow pattern and frame color

Ocean Blue

Navy Blue

Crimson Red

Vintage Meadow

Wood burning fire pit

4-Piece Patio Set with a Wood Burning Fire Pit Table
This set includes a wood burning fire pit table centered around two
arm chairs and one loveseat. The cushions are offered in four color
options and include four coordinating accent pillows. The fire pit
features an inlaid tile-top design bordering a central steel fire bowl.
mmm
VENTURA4PCFP-BLU (OCEAN BLUE)................................................ UPC: 013964875768
VENTURA4PCFP-MDW (VINTAGE MEADOW) ................................. UPC: 013964875799
VENTURA4PCFP-NVY (NAVY BLUE) .................................................. UPC: 013964875812
VENTURA4PCFP-RED (CRIMSON RED) ............................................. UPC: 013964875836

VENTURA4PCFP-BLU in ocean blue with wood burning fire pit

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change
For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

